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SummuTy. An asymptotic [\nnly~is for the initial postbuckling beha,vior of dela,minated beam/pl"l,te. 
is performed. Under the assumptions of inextensional deformation, the f'xnrt exprE'ssions that govern 
the planE' ela~tic deformation of the different parts of the system arc expanded in a Taylor serie. in 
terms of the distortion variable. Order of magnitude arguments are used to relate t,he distortion 
variables and these are subsequent,ly used in an asymptotic solution for the deflections (l.nd the load. 
Finally, a comparison with experiments is performed. 

1 Introduction 

Delaminations or interlayer crad,s may result from events during service life such as low 
velocity impacts with particular implications for aerospace applications [1]. AI,·o, many 
potential sources for defects to occur in the finished product exist in the manufacturing 
procedures [2]. A situation of fundamental interest in the current context is the behavior of 
compressed structural members with the pre"ence of delaminations. Prediction and ana
ly~is of the deformation with methods based upon the stability theory is essential fOr the 
study of another important related aspect, that of delamination growth by fracture mc(:ha
nics methods. The problem of delamination buclding is not new (see e.g. [3] -[6]); how
ever this work differs from the other investigations in a number of ways, and, as will be 
evident in what follows, the approach we have used here leads to explicit quantitative 
description of the initial postbucking behavior and addresses issues of interest regarding the 
phenomenological aspects of the postbuckling deformation. As a related paper, in an at
tempt to include the effect of large lleflections, the syst0m was modelled in [7] by employing 
the large deflection (elastica) equations and. solving numericaly the resulting nonlinear 
equations. This paper will use the large deflection equat,ions aiming at a direct asymptotic 
solution. 

In a delaminated system, which can be thought of as consisting of an aggregate of con
stitutive parts, the conditions of geometrical continuity playa particularly important part 
in the realization of equilibrium states which follow non-linear path~. There are exact laws 
governing the behavior of ~ingle members in equilibrium under arbitrary end-restraints. 
They constitute the exact theory of plane deformation of elements that are elastically 
restrained at the ends by means of concentrated forces and couples rS]. Generalized co
ordinates o' deformation are the distortion parameter ex, which represents the tanO'ent 
rotation at an inflection point from the straight position and the amplitude variable $. 

We define by $i the generalized amplitude referred to the end at the upper, lower or ba~e 

part ('i = u, l, b respectively). The initial postbuclding deformations are relatively small so 
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that the exact expressions may be expanded in Taylor series in terms of the distortion para
meter. Exact dependence of the end moments, end rotations and the flexural contraction 
is through elliptic functions; however the asymptotic expressions given in this work a,re in 
terms of trigonometric functions (in the form of Taylor series). Based on this background, 
in this paper we discuss further theoretical considerations on the phenomenological aspects 
of the postbuckling deformation of delaminated beams. We also give an asymptotic solution 
to the problem and present comparison with tests. 

2 Analysis 

2.1 Phenomenological aspects of the post1Juckling deformation based 

on flexural elastica asS'U1npt1:ons 

Consider a clamped plate of length L and unit width with a delamination of length l = 2a, 
as shown in Fig. 1. The delamination is at an arb1.'trary location through the thickness T. 

Over the delaminated region, the laminate consists of the part above the delamination, of 
thickness Ii, referred to as the "upper" part and and the part below the delamination, of 
thickness T - Ii, referred to as the "lower" part. The section near each end where the 
laminate is intact and of thickness 1', is referred to as the "base" laminate. 

At this point our basic postulate is that the system is inextensional, so the buckled con
figuration of each constitutive part is part of an inflectional elastica with end amplitude 
iJJ i and distortion parameter IX; [8). At the critical state the end-amplitudes are (/Jio. The 
subscript i = u, l, b, refers to the upper part, lower part or base laminate respectively. The 
upper and lower parts are symmetrically distorted. In the following we shall also denote by 
D; the bending stiffness, D; = Et;3J[12(1 - lJ I3 lJ31 )], t; being the thickness of the correspond
ing part. 

Suppose that in the slightly buckled configuration (/Ju has changed by a small amount 
<Pu, then 

(1) 

.e = 2a 

y 

p 

-.-----------------L------------------p-

Fig. 1. D(\fin5tion of the geometry 

- p~ 
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The change ¢. is assumed to be of order Ct., where Ct. is the distortion parameter. However, 
an analogous assumption is not neederl for the lower and base part::;. Then the end rotation 
at the common section (J) is given by expanding the relevant expression in Taylor series in 
term::; of Ct. (notice that at the critical state Wo = 0): 

(2) 

By the continuity condition, w is the same for both the upper and lower part as well as the 
base plate. The asymptotic expansion of the end moment is similarly (again ,u.o = 0) 

M,)
flu = D = (2f})u cos f})u) lXu + 0(C<u3

) 

• 
(3) 

The axial force is given by 

P. = 
P 
~ 

l2 
= 4f})} + 0(Ct.2) = 4f}),,02 + 8f})uo . ¢" + 0(¢.2). (4) 

u· 

Notice that 

(5)
 

and the flexural contraction parameter is obtained 

elL ( 1 1 sin 2f})u)
In = T = 4: - 8" --q:;;- Ct"

2 + O(CXu4) 

o 0 
= (~ _ ~ sin 2f})u ) Ct 2 ~_ (Sin 2r[Ju

48"'0 ·+8 r[J02\i-'u u 
(6) 

Analogous expressions hold for the lower part (subscript l). The expressions for the base 
plate are somewhat different because this part is unsymmetrically distorted and are out
lined in the Appendix. 

If at the critical state the axial load in the upper part attains the Euler value, then 
r[J.o = n, and from (2) it is concluded that (J) = 0(c<,,2). However, the load at the lower part 
is below the Euler value (except if the delamination is exactly in the middle of the thick

ness), r[J,0 < n and so from (2), w = O(CtI)' By a similar argument, (J) = O(CXb)' Therefore, 
we conclude that 

(7) 

Now suppose that at the critical state buckling would occU(' at r[J.0 < n. The geometrical 
compatibility condition reads 

l'
I. - II = - sin OJ. (8)

l 

Then from (6) the left hand side of (8) is O(cx}) while from (2) the right-hand side is O(cx,,)' 

By this argument we conclude that, under the postulates of inextensional elastic beha,vior, 
at the critical state the load in the upper part should attain its Euler value. In the post
buckling stages, however, bOlh the upper and lower parts as well as the base plate contract 
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flexu rally so that contimtily at the common section is conserved. It follows that t.he d is
tortion parameters of the lower part and the base plate IX I .b are of the order of lX u 

2 n,nd 
furthermore, the rotation at the common section is of the order of .. / whereas both the end 
moment and change in axial force is of the order of lX u ' 

2.2 Asymptotic solution 

In the following we shall develop an asymptotic solution for the early postbuckling be
havior. In formulating the solution, we shn,1I make use of the above arguments. Vire shall 
also assume the system of coordinate axes for the upper n,ncllower part located at the middle 
of the delaminated segment; for the bu e part, outsicle the clehminn.tcd segment, of length 
lo = L/2 - a = 2b, the origin is locn,ted at the specimen end. Define the normalized co
ordinate quantities £ and y by ,x = :r/a, y = y/a for the upper and lower parts, and by 
£ = x/b, Y = y/b for the base part. The exact differential equation for the slope function 
13(£) in each part. is 

dyili:) . _ 
--_- = SIll Gi(:r), (9)

dx 

where Ai = Piu,2/{n2D;} for the upper and lower pal·ts, and J.b = P bb2/{n2D b) for the base 
part is the normalized load parameter and Yi{i) is the normalized deflection. Expand the 
load, Xi, end rotation, w, and slope functions, 0" in terms of a small parameter E: 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

03 

Su bstituting in (9) and making use of sin 0 = 0 - - -+- ... leads to the following cliffer
3! 

ential equations for the first and second order problem for the upper part 

d20ut {x) - 2 _ _ + }'uo]7; GU1(x) = 0, (11.1)
dx2 

(11.2) 

The solution is given in terms of 1.:"0 = :n VA uo = n by 

d",21 ' 

( 12.1) 

(12.2) 

By the arguments made before {see Eq. (7)), for the lower and base parts (assume the 
base part is clamped at one end), 

(13.1) 

(13,2) 
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where k;o :-r VX;o, i = l, b. Notice that D,X ,u = D,)"o(T - H)jH or k ,o = n VX IO = [Hj 

(T - Ii)] n, and by force equilibrium [3] DbAboa2jb2 = DuXuo + DIAIO or kbo = 10 VX bO 
= n11.bj(Ta). 

Thus the slope at the common section is 

Wz = -d",21 = Clz sin k lo = -Cb2 sin 2kbo ' (14) 

For convenience, define e2 = w. Then, from (10.3), an additional condition holds, 

W2 = 1; W3 = w, = ... = O. (15) 

Next the moment equilibrium condition at the common section is considered. The end 
moments are given by lJ;[j = -(Dija) (1(£)'1, [. The equilibrium condition reads for the 
order e1 : 

(16) 

The conditions (14), (15) with the definition (12.2) for d",2l give an expression between AU) 
and CUI 

(17.1) 

Furthermore, 

dU •21 = -1; CI. - 1jtlin k lo ; Cb. = -1jsin 2kbo · (17.2) 

Now the geometric compatibility condition is 

I I 

~ J81£2(£) dx - ~ J8nr) dx = (1'jo) sin w,
2 2 

--I --I 

(18) 

and by expanding sin w, it reads for the order e2 

(19) 

The solution CUI < 0 in (19) is retained because of the negative sign of the deflection of the 
upper part. Thus we obtain from (19) and (17): 

2a 
(20_1) 

and from (16) 

D" 2(T + H.) 
(20.2) 

D[ nRc"l 

vVe proceed now to the solution to the second order problem. At this point we need the 
solution ei3(X) for the differential equation of order E,. :For the upper part 

(21) 

Notice that the last term is due to the nonlinear effects. The solution to the above equation 
is found to be 

(22) 
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where 

c:)
•.1 

(23)e",31 = - 48 .
 

Moreover, dU • 3' is given in terms of the unknowns XU2 and Cu 2:
 

2k. od u ,3! = XU ,cU2 n2 + XU2 CU,:n;2 + CU,316k;,o + 2d.,32 = f(X u2 , CU . (24)
2) 

For the lower and base parts (i = I, b), the corresponding solution is 

(25) 

The condition (15) for W 3 gives from (22) and (25): 

d•. n = 0; (26) 

Taking into account that 6t ,(x) = 0 and WI = W3 = 0, the geometric compatibility con
dition to the order e3 is in turn from (18) 

f
I

8u ! (x) 8U2 (x) di; = 0, (27) 
-I 

from which we find 

(28) 

From (28), (26) and (24) we find 

_ T 
A. 2 =-. (29)

4a 

N ow the second order moment equilibrium reads 

(30) 

which gives 

_ HZT 3H2a 2kLOa 2kooT3a2 
Al - - -- - -~ cot k t - cot 2kb (31)

2 - 4a(T _ H)Z nZT3 nZJi 0 (T _ Ji)3 bHn2 0 . 

In each case the applied force is given by force equilibrium by Pi = Do:n;2X bi!b2 = Du:n;2X ui/a 2 

+ D/:n;zX/i!a2. We can find the solution to higher order problems in a similar fashion. The 
solution to the fourth order problem is outlined in Appendix II. The deflections are found 

from (9) by using sin 8;(X) = 8;(i;) - 8;3(5:) + ... and integrating the asymptotic expan

sions for 6;(5:) from (10.3) to obtain 6 

:; T i 

2J8· (d) Z-., + 3 J[e. (:-") - el.l(x')] z-.' (32)Yi(X) = eJ6;,(5:') di;' e .2 x ( x e '3 x 6 ( x 

o o 0 
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Moreover, the axial displacement is given by 

2	 I 

(33)b = bJfJ b2(X) dx + ~ a J17 u2(i) dx - (T - 11) sin w. 

o	 -1 

The solution obtained thus far allows obtaining an expreRsion for b to the order 10
4 

• For this 
purpose, the compatibility condition in Appendix II can be used to obtain the fourth order 
flexural contraction of the upper part from the known solution fJ 1.(5:). Moreover, taking into 
account (15), (18), (19), (27), we can write the normalized shortening b = b/L as follows: 

(34) 

3 Discussion of results 

The analysis will be used to predict the initial postbuckling behavior in illustrative cases. 
Consider beam/plates of length/thickness L/T = 16, delamination length l/L = 1/2, and 
delaminated layer thicknesses of 11/'[, = 2/15,3/15,4/15. Let us focus on the strain at the 
middle of the delaminated layer. Denoting by e the radius of curvature, the strain at the 
outer surface of the delaminated layer is 

Figure 2 shows the strain at the middle of the upper delaminated layer as a function of the 
a.xial displacement for the cases of varying delamination thickness as described above. 

A comparison with experiments is shown in Fig. 3. The specimens were made of 15 plies 
of unidirectional (00 angle ply) pl'epreg Kevlar 49 of the following specifications; commercial 
type SP-328, nominal thickness pel' ply 0.20 mm (0.008 inches), nominal stiffness E = E, 

= 75.8 GN/m2 (11 X 106 psi), E. = 5.5 GN/m2 (0.8 X 106 psi), G" = 2.1 GN/m2 (0.3 X 106 

no 
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Fig. 2. Strain at. ,the middle of the upper delaminated pa,rt vs. axial displacement for the cases of 
dela,mination thickness (H)/total thickness (T) of 2/15, 3/15, 4/15 
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Fi!{. 3. Theoretical (solid line) vs. experimental (dashed line) Rtrain at the middle of the delamin}Lted 
part vs. axiaJ displacement 

psi), Poisson's ratio '1'12 = 0.34. A delamination of length l = 50.8 mm (2 inches) was In

troduced by a 0.025 mm (0.001 inch) thick Teflon strip placed in the middle of the length 
between the third and fourth ply (so that HIT = 3/15) and through the width. The length 
between the grips was L = 101.6 mm (4 incheR). A width of 12.7 mm (0.5 inch) was used 
to keep the load level small and prevent any possible bending of the grips. Compression 
tetits were conducted on a 20-kip MTS servohydraulic machine. They were carried out on 
stroke control with a rate of about 0.8 mm per minute. The specimen was clamped at the 
upper grip and a special fixture at the lower grip. The latter one wati designed so that the 
specimen slides into it and therefore no bending is introduced by tightening the end. To be 
able to compar with the theory, the compliance of the teo ting machine is also needed. It 
was measured from a simple compression test (without a specimen) and was found to be 
0.685 X 10-4 mm/N (0.12 x 10-'\ in lIb). Strain was measured with strain gauges at the middle 
of the delaminated layer. Figure 3 showi') the predicted (solid curve) and the expeeimentally 
measured (dashed cUt've) strain as a function of the axial displacement. The levels of strain 
for both curves are comparable. 

Notice that the above analysis predicts that in the initial postbuckJing stage the lower 
part deflects downwards while the upper part deflects upwardR. The experiments showed 
indeed that both parts were deflecting in opposite directions for the values HIT = 1/15 to 
4/15 that were tested (this was verified by strain gaging the lower part and observing the 
sign of the strain). 

4 Conclusions 

A delaminated beamlplatc was analyzed on the basis of an asymptotic expansion in the 
expr ssions of the exact theory of elastic deformation (of which the elastica theory is a 
special caRe). Under the postulates of inextensional elastic behavior, order of magnitude ar
guments lead to the conclusion that the distortion parameters of the lower part and the 
base plate 'l.~ are of the order' tX ..2 (where IX .. is the distortion parameter of the upper dela
minated part) and furthermore, the end rotation is of the order of iX ..2 wherea,s both the 
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end moment a,nd change in a,xial force are of the order of (Xu' These cOllsiderations are used 
in an asymptotic solution that gives direct exprc,"'ions for the load and displacement. 
Experimental results on the strain at the middle of the delaminated layer are compared 
with the predictions of the theory, 

Appendix I 

The distorteu curve for the base part is unsymmetric with end amplitudes Cf\i' c])bj' To 
illustrate the asymptotic expressions for the base plate, assume the simply supported (pin
ned end) case. 'J'he amplitude at the pinned end takes the value of C/Jbi = nJ2, Suppose that 
in a slightly buckled configuration the amplitude at the other end (the common section) 
([>b has changed by a small amount ¢b, then Cf\ = C/Jbo ¢b' Then the end rotation is 

OJ = (sin ([>bj 

(AI) 

The expression for the end moment is 

M~ _ 
,Ub = Db = (([>bi - iJJbj ) cos ([>b . IXb + O(IXb,J) 

- (C/JbO - ;) cos r]JbO - iXb + [cos C/JbO - (Wbo - ;)] IXb . ¢b + O(IXb¢b2). (A2) 

The axial force for the base plate is the applied axial force which at the critical state is giyen 

by 

and the change during the initial postbuckling is 

(A3) 

From (A 1) we see that in general OJ = O(IXb) = O(IX u2), and from (A2) the end moment for 
the base part is of the order of IX u ' Furthermore, ¢b = O(¢,,) and the change in axial force 
is of the order of IX u 

Appendix II 

The fourth order differential equation for the upper part is 

(BI) 
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The solution is found to be 

(B2) 

where 

eU ,41 = 
5eU •42 -- 
8kuo 

(B3.1) 

(B3.2) 

(B3.3) 

ancl the following expression for du,,,, which depends on the unknowns XU" CU3 : 

2k"od"." = X"3JlhUl + X"2n2c"2 + XU ,JlhU3 + 2d",42 + 6k~oe".41'· 4kuoeU • 42' (B3.4)
 

The condition (15) gives the following condition for A"3' C".1:
 

6k"od".41 + X"ldu.3il~2 = /(J""3' C"3) = O. (B4)
 

Similarly the solution for the lower and base parts, i = l, b, is 

(B5.1) 

(B5.2) 

The geometric compatibility condition (18) for the terms of the order f1 is now: 

1 1	 1 

(B6)~ f 0:2(X) dx +f (j"J(i) 0"3(·i) di - ~ f OJzU"i;) di - 0 

-1 -I	 -I 

from which we obtain C"3 while Xu, is in turn obtained from (B/!). Now the moment equi
librium equation at the common section for the order £3 becomes 

2 , , a , ( _ H _T- H) n 
-D,,6"li)Lc_l - D/613 (i)l.f =1 + Db b 6b3 (x) I:r=~ - D/}'13"2 - D"Au3 --2- -; (B7) 

from which we obtain X!3'	 . 
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